From: Gary S. Gevisser
Sent: Saturday, June 21, 2008 8:03 AM PT
To: Adam L Tucker
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy
Washington DC.; Melanie Gurvits Esq. - Steven Spielberg's lawyer; Nicholas
Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; United States Justice
Department; Mossad; President@whitehouse.gov
Subject: I AM ATTACKING ISRAEL - like it is his uniform - on the ground?"
If Jews are taught to question the “status quo” what prevents such “aware” people
today from questioning Jewish multi-billionaires David Geffen and his buddy Steven
Spielberg who are of course given their wealth part of the banking establishment,
why not only does the Diamond Invention still exist given how De Beers and Co.
have now had more than a century to convert/launder all their stolen wealth and
now control much more than the entire world’s drilling industry, but why, again
apart from their “love of money” would SPIelberg and Co. draw any attention to the
State of Israel being “part” if not “totally” responsible for the problems of world
terrorism!!
Jewish people are not close to being the world’s bankers, apart from each and
every Jewish person I am exposing in “real time”, and who along with their partners
have no loyalty to country, race or religion, and who rely exclusively on the brute
military force they collectively control that includes their diamond studded iron fist
control of the world’s media who play their role in deciding who is and who isn’t
ruler to produce their own money.
Just a person with very average intelligence would see that Spielberg was doing
something very naughty in his 5 minute introduction to his 2005 epic moviedocumentary by failing to make his gullible audience aware of the fact the
mastermind of the Munich Olympic massacring of 11 defenseless Israeli athletes,
Mr. Salameh, had been on the payroll of the CIA since 1970, two years prior; not to
mention the silence of the remaining 3 Branches of the U.S. Government all these
years says CLEARLY the culpability of the 3 Branches of the US Government in
protecting the terrorist of terrorists.
Do you think David Ben Gurion and Co. who are not the dumbest people in the
world and who make it their business to stay at least as informed as the CIA who
they know provided protection to De Beers and Co. who provided Hitler with his
diamonds, needed the US Congress to hold Congressional Hearings into why the
CIA were protecting Mr. Salameh and Co. to the detriment of the State of Israel
who has known that the US Government has never been a friend of the fledging
State of Israel!!
Do you think David Ben Gurion and Co. havent known from well prior to Hitler
invading Poland in September 1939 that the 3 Branches of the United States
Government have been owned now for more than a century by De Beers and Co.,
the mafia of mafia as well as the masters of disguise that so very few people in the
world have even heard of, most hearing their name see them as the “pretty stones”

people who have Hollywood celebrities endorsing their “product” that takes off any
“rough edge” that De Beers themselves promote, just so that they don’t appear
“sinless”!!
But “average” is not good, especially when one considers how much damage is
done to the brain, going from a genius at birth to very average given how they
have been co-opted-corrupted by, first and foremost, their corrupt parents to think
“making money” is a “worthwhile pursuit” versus doing something one loves for the
betterment of humanity-humankind and the rest of “wildlife” benefitting from the
humanity of humankind, again the oxymoron of all time.
The past is the past, now is the present.
SPIelberg, Geffen and Co. are Jewish.
Every Jewish person reading this communication who can easily get the
“chronology” of my “investigation” of this corruption of corruption by going to
just3ants.com and they have any questions to email me directly, can see that
SPIelberg and Co. were protecting the “best interests” of the highly anti-Semitic
United States Government when saying, “You should make no mistake that I am
not attacking Israel with this film, in no way shape or form am I doing that.”
Of course by leaving out of this introduction the knowledge he had which he
presented in the movie of the CIA interfering with the Mossad hit on the
mastermind of the Munich massacres, thus protecting their “man” to not only
continue in his path of bloody murders on innocent civilians by to train and well as
indoctrinate another generation of what would be otherwise decent human beings,
Mr. SPIelberg was in fact saying;
You should make no mistake that I AM attacking Israel with this film, period.
It doesn’t however, begin or end with exposing Spielberg and Co. but at least it is a
start.
Ps – Lets send SPIelberg a just3ants.com t-shirt, “I don’t lie, steal or cheat!”
[Word count 765]
_________________________________
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
Sent: Friday, June 20, 2008 7:40 PM
To: 'Gary S. Gevisser'
Subject: RE: LIKE IT IS HIS UNIFORM - RE: "How come the world believed that us Jewish people were
the bankers of the world since to be so requires one has the sufficient muscle on the ground?"

“How come the world believed that us Jewish people were the
bankers of the world since to be so requires one has the sufficient
muscle on the ground?”

1) It is more appealing to blame an outside force for your inability to compete than it is to face the
reality of your ineptitudes.
2) On a whole Jews have been forced to compete for their survival which groomed them to be
successful business people that typically have money.
3) The Catholic Church forbade profiting from lending money which resulted in leaving Jews have in
the role of money lenders.
4) The main communication outlets (media) are/were controlled by a wealthy few with their only
loyalty to money and see/saw benefit in deflecting the eyes of the world onto a minority that was
believed by the religious masses to be responsible for the death of their messiah.
5) Jews are taught from an early age to question the status quo which fosters the view of them as
being “trouble makers” furthering the feeling of disdain for them.

From: Gary S. Gevisser
Sent: Friday, June 20, 2008 6:28 PM PT
To: Adam L Tucker
Cc: rest; President@whitehouse.gov; Glen Shapiro gshapiro@eeiconferences.com; Devin Standard; Kenneth Standard Esq. Immediate Past President of the New State Bar Association; Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. Alumni MIT & Cornell University; Lars Trupe; Augusto Benito Vargis; Ron Bellows
- Senior Risk Management specialist - AIG; Dr. Rod Smith - Waterstrategist.com;
Tefo Mohapi; Dr. Laura Family; Oprah; oreilly@foxnews.com; Thomas Stephens
Esq. - Bartlit-Beck- Citicorp Venture Corporation + Newell Starks' attorney; Newell
Starks - Chairman of the Board - Sterling Holding Company - A Citicorp Venture
Corporation fronting corporation; news@kusi.com; Melanie Gurvits Esq. - Steven
Spielberg's lawyer; President Rosenberg of the Screen Actors Guild; Helen Zille Mayor of Cape Town, South Africa; Obed Mlaba - Mayor of Durban, South Africa;
South African Consulate General; Pamela Nathan - President, South African Jewish
American Community [SAJAC], San Diego; South China Morning Post; Roy Essakow
"Co-owner Marc Rich-Flower Hill Mall" Essakow; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes
Scholar-Rich Clinton; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel
[DAAC]; Senator Lieberman; Senator Barack Obama - US Democratic Presidential
candidate; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; United States Justice Department;
Deborah "Aggressive-Billions Nazi Slave Wage" Sturman Esq.; Office of the Israeli
Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Mossad
Subject: LIKE IT IS HIS UNIFORM - RE: "How come the world believed that us
Jewish people were the bankers of the world since to be so requires one has the
sufficient muscle on the ground?"
Israel was not a nation during World Oil War II or WOW I and nor did it have secure
borders?
Moreover, the British-American forces made all the rules including placing a very
public arms embargo on the fledging Jewish State that also made it illegal for men
of military age to enter the fledging Jewish Homeland.
The British-American forces made all the rules when it was legal; i.e. 24/7, to raid
Kibbutzim looking for weapons, sending a rather clear message not just to David
Ben Gurion in Jerusalem, Israel, but each and every Jewish person in the world

starting out here in the United States, home to a whole bunch of Holocaust
Memorial Museums who have yet to question the blatant hypocrisy of Hasidicultraorthodox Jewish-Black Hatters, the most critical intelligence gathering players
in the virulently anti-Semitic Diamond Invention, that since its beginning at the turn
of the last century, all the way through to its current leadership, have all been
regular attendees at church services and always without exception buried in nonJewish cemeteries, my uncle David Gevisser may be the first.
Can you explain what it means to be Jewish to Jewish people who are only Jewish
when it suits their pocket book?
Have you noticed how very quiet are SAJAC [South African Jewish American
Community] members as well as those who are not members who are mostly
thinking right now when will Roy and Jeffrey Essakow sell their and Marc “Trading
with the enemy Iraq-Iran” Rich’s Flower Hill Mall that borders, Del Mar, Solana
Beach and Rancho Sante Fe?
Do you recall the outrage of the British-American government when Israel took out
the French-built nuclear facility in Iraq back on June 8th, 1981, the 14th anniversary
of the State of Israel missing being nuked into oblivion by the slimmest of margins
when failing to fall for the trap set by US Government at the highest levels who
thought that Israel didn’t have the balls, but most of all the intelligence and
weapons systems to respond with the most superior and overwhelming nuclear
force imaginable, after Israeli fighter jets in the clearest of blue sky days first
circled the USS Liberty and still the Israel Defense Force being led by Yitzhak Rabin
who had our close friend Boris Senior “activated” back in to the brutal Israel Air
Force where he had previously been the Deputy Chief of Staff following his most
important role in Israel’s most brutal War of Independence, never heard a single
word from US Naval intelligence who understood just like Israeli military
intelligence that the USS Liberty was the out-of-control United States Government’s
most advanced spy ship, now so flagrantly “thumbing their noses” at the State of
Israel who again, had been told time and again by the US Government that no
vessels of any kind, let alone the most advanced spy ship in the world was
operating in the most war torn warzone.
Remember American fighter bombers carrying armed nuclear weapons with
instructions to nuke the country responsible for the so “unprovoked” attack on a
totally defenseless ship flying the largest American flag ever flown on any US ship,
had already been launched off the decks a US aircraft carrier and to nuke Egypt
who by this time were totally out of contention made absolutely no sense, forget
the nuclear fallout that could have swept over in to tiny Israel.
Moreover, the United States Government understood perfectly well that they had
placed such a highly provocative move only to “trap” Israel who they were quite
certain would respond exactly as the Israel Defense Force did, but what the US
Government led by the highly anti-Semitic US Navy had counted on was Israel
having the patience to wait for those US fighter bombers to already be up in the air
with the record PERFECTLY CLEAR that Israel was the intended target before

responding in a very CLEAR, SHORT sentence, “DON’T EVER AGAIN FUCK WITH
THE JEWS!”
How many times need I mention that the only name my Royal Mater-Mother had
me write down alongside the name of her bank in Israel, Bank Leumi, of any
significance, in the diary I kept on the 4 month Ulpan that began September 1st,
1972, was not David Ben Gurion who happened to have “retired” to Kibbutz Sde
Boker where I just happened to be based, where there also just happened to be an
Israeli military base that housed not only extraordinarily highly wired military
intelligence officers most loyal Ben Gurion who didn’t all wear army fatigues when
both teaching us in our class rooms and watching over “sum” [sic] of us, especially
carefully when going out on our “free weekends” when immediately after meeting
Ben Gurion for the first time on November 1st, 1972, some 57 odd days following
De Beers sponsored PLO terrorists beginning to brutally murder 11 Defenseless
Israeli athletes at the Munich Olympic Games, I began to meet quite regularly with
not only Boris Senior in Dizengoff Circle, Tel-Aviv, and of course Boris while only
being told what he needed to know did know a lot more than your average grunt
Israeli soldier who by and large are not obese, can swim without each one requiring
the entire Israel nuclear submarine fleet pull them off the ocean floor, and really
don’t have to fight, but if called upon, they would win “hands down” given how
“common sense” alone tells every Israeli soldier that the next battle will get that
much tougher knowing how the out-of-control US Government has to keep feeding
to Israel’s enemies; i.e. the United States Government’s tyrants, both intelligence
and weapons systems just to keep this bloated military-industrial-complex alive.
What instead of worrying about all the fatso Roman Catholic priests still fiddling
little Altar Boys whose parents are simply too busy keeping track of their lies, you
have one of your non-Jewish girlfriends start a blog asking why someone like
blockbuster Hollywood Producer-Director Jewish Steven Spielberg who won’t touch
the Diamond Invention let alone my analysis of this most important non-fiction
novel detailing the devious nature of his De Beers bosses with a 100 foot pole,
would, however, go to great trouble in his so very serious 5 minute introduction to
his epic 2005 movie-documentary to belabor the point,
You should make no mistake that I am not attacking Israel with this
film, in no way shape or form am I doing that.
This is a very very tough subject and we have decided to approach it
honestly and unsparingly.
This film is an attempt to look at policies that Israel shares with the
rest of the world and to understand why a country feels that its best
defense against a certain kind of violence is counter violence, and we
try to understand this as filmmakers, through empathy because that
is what you do, you extend empathy in every single direction because
you can’t understand the human motivation without empathy.
This movie is not an argument for non response.

On the contrary what this movie is showing is that a response that
may be the right response is still one that confronts you with some
very difficult issues, and when we have to respond to terror today,
what is relevant is the need to go through a careful process, not to
paralyze ourselves, not to prevent us from acting but to try and
ensure that the results that we produce are the ones that we really
intend.
I mean it is the unintended [mumbling] results that are probably
some of the worst and that will ultimately bedevil us.
What you see in this movie is not an attempt to answer, “Should
there should be targeted killings or not?”.
What I am doing with this movie is highlighting some of the
dilemmas and highlighting some of the issues that need to be
discussed. I am not trying to answer them. But the movie in a sense,
apart from being a human drama which explores what these guys
went through, will hopefully stir that discussion.
Have each one of your girlfriends, current and former, and don’t forget your ex-wife
Julia who of course I am blind copying as well as her heavy traveler mother, go
through this 5 minute, so very thoughtful introduction to see if there is one word
mentioned about the United States Government’s role in promoting terrorism while
having them go back repeatedly to www.just3ants.com, made easier by clicking on
the hyperlink below taking them to a chronology of events involving the CIA.
http://www.just3ants.com/dev/cia.php
Scroll down to 1970: 'Black September' responsible for the Munich Massacre

Click on the hyperlink, and the following will appear:
Al Hassan Salameh, Chief of Operation for terrorist group 'Black
September' responsible for the Munich Massacre - Salameh served as
a secret contact between the PLO and the CIA from 1970 until his
death, guaranteeing to not assassinate Americans in exchange for
financial and political support. He helped protect Americans in Beirut,
and his role was to facilitate contacts between the Palestinians and
Americans, in hope of obtaining American support for the
Palestinians.
BTW, some two years later, in late fall 1972 I was well on my way to 16 years of
age, having come a long way in both my Jewish history studies and to do more
than look not all that awkward when first handling an Israeli made Uzi submachine

gun when just 9 years of age and have no compunction about aiming it at my
middle brother Melvin who knew he had nothing to fear given how although at that
time I didn’t have a clue about loading or unloading such an awesome piece of
weaponry, both Melvin and I knew that it had been checked and double checked
before being handed to me; and of course those observing very closely beginning
with my highly secretive mother were not simply interested that I was having a
“good time”.

When someone tells you something like, “It is just politics” whether in reference to
a dispute at work, or in the home, or “business as usual” wherever there are

“politicians” who here in the US are mostly lawyer-liars or those who succeed by
failing a lot, it is always, without exception, all about “money”.
BTW, if you have nothing better to do, try talking to any one of the wildlife and see
if they agree with me that 100% of the human population would agree, “WE each
get what we deserve” but the instant you have 100% of the human population ask
themselves about their own families, what even the birds will invariably tell you is,
“That is too close to home”.
When you see more people talking to the birds, the bees and trees without anyone
in sight you are going to be the one feeling the most crazy, and rightly so.
When you hear someone at a restaurant talking so very seriously about “raising
money” for this fund or that project and in the same breath so as not to make out
like it is “all about money” they tell you about this idea that is the next best thing
to sliced bread, or that mass transit new locomotive they have in mind that will cut
drag and at the same cause motorists passing by to crash and kill zillions of
themselves by having the most beautiful naked French-Canadian women dance on
table tops placed on top of the passenger coaches, the last thing going through
their minds is who exactly decides how much of one currency to produce, let alone
think that the person making the decision has a very powerful gun pointed at their
head to keep talking just so long as they don’t make any sense, and under no
circumstances bring up the two words, “Diamond Currency” that stops all
conversations, period.
Now granted, not everyone in the world is as dumb as Roy and Jeffrey Essakow
even if 99.9999% starting out with Alan Greenspan, are really close.
Did David Ben Gurion appear to you to be dumb?
What about Yitzhak Rabin?
What about Boris Senior who shares a grandchild with, murdered in cold blood by a
Jewish fanatic, the most great Yitzhak Rabin?
What is it about me that tells anyone apart from my so missed Pypeetoe that I am
dumb?
When my also not exactly stupid mother Zena painted this below

on a thin piece of cotton do you think she was trying to compete with my very
excellent oil painter artist French-Canadian wife?
So, do you don’t think it is possible as well as helpful for you to reach either my
mother or father or my dad’s first cousin David Gevisser, remember all 3 are still
very much alive, and so is my father’s brother-in-law Dr. Leizer Molk MD whose
house in Lusaka, Zambia became part of the Chinese Embassy when the Molks
immigrated to the United States in the mid-1960s?
Remember you do have my mother’s highly sought after email list who all received
a copy of her memoirs that my highly literate, most brilliant, highly in-tune, mother
first began broadcasting via email on October 9th, 2001, one day after I attended a
very important board meeting of the Wetherly Capital Group under the command
and control of Ronald Burkle the most significant fundraiser for the DemocraticSocialist Party apart from De Beers and Co. who own no more or no less the
cowardly Republican Party.
What about trying to make contact even if only telepathically, again this assumes
you have the time, with people like Glen Shapiro and see if you can have him at
least focus on the Chinese Government so focusing on www.just3ants.com, a
“nothing to speak” of website whose one American programmer, Adam L. Tucker
also forgets I am only living in the present.
My simple question, again,
“How come the world believed that us Jewish people were the
bankers of the world since to be so requires one has the sufficient
muscle on the ground?”
Did you really read what I sent you?

I do, however, think what you wrote is very helpful.
When you listened at least 3 times I seem to recall you telling me, to SPIelberg’s 5
minute introduction to Munich where the main theme is the Mossad using
worthless-fictitious De Beers-Dollars to pay for both its intelligence and weapons
systems which is totally preposterous, but so full of himself SPIelberg never
thinking when making the movie that he would then have to provide an introduction
that so criminally exposes him and which he wanted to do like he wanted a Mossad
bullet blasted in to the back of his head, leaving the most indelible impression, a
tennis ball size hole which might explain not only his baseball cap but why he
always looks the same

like it is his uniform, and then you gather the info about Al Hassan Salameh, Chief
of Operation for terrorist group 'Black September' responsible for the Munich
Massacre - Salameh served as a secret contact between the PLO and the CIA from
1970 until his death, guaranteeing to not assassinate Americans in exchange for
financial and political support. He helped protect Americans in Beirut, and his role
was to facilitate contacts between the Palestinians and Americans, in hope of
obtaining American support for the Palestinians, did it occur to you to just stop,
period.
Stop trying to convince people who don’t want to be convinced they are both stupid
and corrupt.
And if you feel the need to write let alone chit-chat why not focus on the “stupid”
bit and forget the corrupt since you just have to look at the size of most peoples’
stomach that prevent them from looking down and seeing their shorthairs that
there must be something seriously demented with these people as they don’t stop
talking incessantly when not eating themselves to a premature death that all they
argue is that they are self-indulgent who play their part in keeping the ants winning
this race for survival of the fittest.
How extraordinarily stupid could SPIelberg have been not to include a single
mention of the United States or for that matter the CIA, the United States
Governments first attack weapons system?
Yet in the movie he makes as “clear as day” that the CIA interfered with the hit on
the Al Hassan Salameh.
Forgive me please in going through this all very carefully.

SPIelberg in his introduction which is titled, “Introduction” on the DVD says in clear
as a whistle English:
You should make no mistake that I am not attacking Israel with this
film, in no way shape or form am I doing that.
Every intelligence service in the world beginning with the CIA, FBI, Mossad and
Israeli Military Intelligence know that Al Hassan Salameh has been protected by the
CIA beginning some 2 years prior to him masterminding the brutal murder of 11
defenseless Israeli athletes at the Munich Olympics.
Should I mention that Munich is a major city in Germany.
Do the words, “Eich… “ ring a bell?
How long before John F. Kennedy’s bones get tossed out of Arlington Memorial
"Cemetary" [sic] in Virginia along with that White Cross of his brother Robert F.
Kennedy who when visiting South Africa in June 1966 paying his respects to his De
Beers bosses beginning with American Charles Engelhard of course didn’t want to
be seen with at any formal dinner with Charles Engelhard who plays such a pivotal
role in the Diamond Invention and why it was no joke that Senator Robert F.
Kennedy’s advance team asked my mother Zena, “Come up with a list of people
Robert F. Kennedy should not meet!!”
Steven SPIelberg couldn’t have simply “dreamed up” CIA operatives walking up to a
Mossad hit squad and punching out one of them who happened to be the one in
charge, as they were trailing just footsteps behind Mr. Salameh on a very rainy
night where even few drunks wouldn’t be slipping and sliding.
SPIelberg of course knew about Mr. Salameh working for the CIA but Mr. SPIelberg
only focuses his audiences attention on Israel being the “bad guy”.
You should make no mistake that I am not attacking Israel with this
film, in no way shape or form am I doing that.
Do you recall the “open and shut” treason case - some 1,406 words, mostly “cut
and pasting” from increasingly edgy Edward Jay Epstein’s The Diamond Invention I prepared the other day against all 3 Branches of the United States Government?
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/rcummings-journey.htm.pdf
You recall me mentioning a few months back, maybe less, hard to keep track of
time these days, that I got word that the Mossad didn’t think I would survive more
than week given how I was spelling everything out in simple English, and yes color
when I think it is necessary.

You also recall although you don’t understand like most the mathematics that
choosing “change” always increases the odds of success which doesn’t mean that
you should change your underwear because you are having trouble seeing your
short hairs constantly.
When you have something right, only the dumbest of dumb fucks like all those
opposed to President George W. Bush should be the ones “choosing change” and
then let’s see how these imbeciles deal with me when I am dead.
Ps – Note my edits in green to what I sent you.
Ps I – Please stop writing and start thinking more and don’t be satisfied because
you happen to think SIGNIFICANTLY more clearly than 100% of the 99% imbeciles.
When you once visited Sebastian Capella’s art studio atop Mt. Soledad in La Jolla,
California do you remember the sign, “PAINT LESS, OBSERVE MORE!”?
I am now going surfing!
Shabbat Shalom- Peace- -Paix-和平
[Word count 3292]
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/risk%20assessment.htm

___________________________________________
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
Sent: Friday, June 20, 2008 3:01 PM
To: 'Gary S. Gevisser'
Subject: RE: "How come the world believed that us Jewish people were the bankers of the world since
to be so requires one has the sufficient muscle on the ground?"
If Israel had been involved in the Nuremberg Trials they would have wanted to do the following:
1) They would have wanted to expose the arrangement of Ibn Saud and Roosevelt, which would
demonstrate to their Arab brothers and sisters that they were being sold out by their “King”.
2) They would have wanted to create peace with their Arab brothers and sisters and would have exposed
the motivation of GB and US in supplying weapons and military direction to the Arabs directed at the
Jews affording the US and GB their much needed access to cheap oil and all the while providing quite the
distraction.
4) They would have explored the US and GB motivation behind Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the trap that
the US set for the Japanese.
5) They would have exposed the use of De Beers in securing access and control of South Africa's
uranium and other valuable natural resources.
In my opinion, had Israel won World Oil War II the “third world countries” of today would have taken the
place of the “civilized” nations such as US and GB that are currently ill-equipped to compete on a level
playing field having grown comfortable utilizing the hard work of others. The mainly hardworking masses
of the current “third world countries” would have built themselves from the bottom up and been all the
better for it; undoubtedly learning in the process to respect the hard work of others and seen the benefit of
learning from them instead of dominating them.

From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Friday, June 20, 2008 2:40 PM
To: 'Adam L Tucker'
Cc: President@whitehouse.gov; Devin Standard; Kenneth Standard Esq. -Immediate Past President of
the New State Bar Association; Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. - Alumni MIT & Cornell University; Lars Trupe; Glen
Shapiro; Augusto Benito Vargis; Ron Bellows - Senior Risk Management specialist - AIG; Dr. Rod Smith Waterstrategist.com; Tefo Mohapi; Dr. Laura Family; Oprah; oreilly@foxnews.com; Thomas Stephens
Esq. - Bartlit-Beck- Citicorp Venture Corporation + Newell Starks' attorney; Newell Starks - Chairman of
the Board - Sterling Holding Company - A Citicorp Venture Corporation fronting corporation;
news@kusi.com; Helen Zille - Mayor of Cape Town, South Africa; Obed Mlaba - Mayor of Durban, South
Africa; South African Consulate General; Pamela Nathan - President, South African Jewish American
Community [SAJAC], San Diego; South China Morning Post; Roy Essakow "Co-owner Marc Rich-Flower
Hill Mall" Essakow; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeersAnglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Senator Lieberman ; Senator Barack Obama - US Democratic Presidential
candidate; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; United States Justice Department; Deborah "Aggressive-Billions
Nazi Slave Wage" Sturman Esq.; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy
Washington DC.; Mossad
Subject: "How come the world believed that us Jewish people were the bankers of the world since to be
so requires one has the sufficient muscle on the ground?"

Do you have any thoughts about much more important subjects such as, “If Israel
were to have won World Oil War II and held war crimes trials in Washington DC
how different would the world be today?”; bearing in mind that in all likelihood we
could all agree that most likely more than one of those 6 million murdered would
have survived and produced their own offspring which I think you would agree
wouldn’t have done much to curb the human overpopulation problem?
On the same point, have you figured out why the Chinese Government would “ban”
such an “unknown” website such as www.just3ants.com.
Ps – Did you feed the birds today? What time?
Ps II – Assuming they are happy with you, could you ask them to help resolve this
“space” problem I seem to be having with Microsoft Outlook.
Ps III – You recall the response of Glen Shapiro, a former Jewish President of a unit
of Prentice Hall, a division of Simon & Schuster, to my question, “Who do you think
financed Hitler?” that had this pretty smart guy thinking his deepest thoughts
before responding, “It must have been bad people”.
Glen, you may not fully recall was smart enough to hire me the day after my 3 year
or so non-compete ended with Insurance Marketing Services Inc., less than 12
months before I began a series of highly sensitive assignments for Randolf A.
Hearst who, back in the fall of 1993 and 1994, just before I began making plans to
head back to South Africa in 1995 to visit with my uncle David Gevisser, the
American head of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel which occurred the day after
I met with his stooge South African Minister of Trade and Industries, Trevor

Manual, was the Chairman of the Board of Hearst Corporation and most impressed
with my “insight and analysis” of the media industry that was in a mergerdivestiture-acquisition frenzy, that included Glen’s rather funny verbiage “nonstellar performance” when describing the “obfuscation” of poor management who
enter in to mergers-acquisitions making comparative analysis of results almost as
impossible as counting unlimited supplies of diamond currency that have never
once been inventoried in more than a century, that my no-nonsense, cut-out-thebull mother strongly objected to, since both the word, “non-stellar” and
“obfuscation” didn’t sound like me and second, it took away from the rest of the
highly informative information that would have allowed Hearst Corporation to
position itself that much better to pick up the remnants from all the inevitable
fallout which of course they did.
Let me see what else I can distract you with.
While Glen may not have “practiced” much if any law, he did go to law school but
the most impressive thing he did as far as I was concerned was let me know when
he responded so callously that I would need to take things a whole lot slower, that
the systemic rot that I knew was pervasive in western civilization, another great
oxymoron, was much deeper than my worst fears which afforded me simply the
opportunity to not only live a little longer but enjoy myself immensely.
Have you calculated what the odds are of there being anyone alive today who was
raised from the time they born until at least 8 years of age by their grandmother
who was the sole survivor of a pogrom that took place about 124 years or so ago?
I think I have mentioned maybe 1,000 times and if I am wrong please correct on
the exact number, that my mother Zena is still alive, and so is my uncle David
Gevisser and so is Senator Ted Kennedy who attended the funeral of Mossad
assassinated American Charles Engelhard who played the most pivotal role in the
Diamond Invention.
Do you remember Devin Standard emailing something about some movie producer
who like Devin and his father would like for me to be a little more distracted?
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/dstandard-spitfire.pdf
Now think about the time it took for you to write me this stuff about Libby and Co.
and then the time for me to read it all which I didn’t, not a single word, but I did
click on the hyperlink and then I got immediately distracted by an incredibly in
shape woman – I did not scream out for her exact measurements - running on the
cliff in front of the cliff house just as the most thunderous wave crested, the perfect
offshore wind causing the spray to look like this great runner was being “tubed”.
Do you think it is important that I go off on a tangent to discuss what Black
American Slave Harriet Tubman meant when she said so eloquently,

“I freed a slave, I could have freed a hundred more if only they knew they
were slaves!”
Last night Marie and I attend one of the MainlyMozarts concerts where Marie’s cell
phone went off, Jonathan calling to let us know where he was hanging, but
fortunately it was at one of the high points-crescendos saving us both who were in
the VIP seats the most horrible embarrassment.
Now I had done my job of remembering to turn it off at the start of the
performance but during intermission Marie had decided to check on Jonathan to see
if he was willing to give up his Trust-Hush-Fund before becoming a permanent
member of a kibbutz bearing in mind he is only thinking of going on Kibbutz for a
year or so and besides Kibbutzim today in Israel may only be accepting kids with
Trust-Hush-Funds no less than a godzillian US Dollars backed up by all the sticks
and stones that will be used in World Oil War III.
Now of course Marie had better sense as well as better things to discuss with
Jonathan who is just working on the courage it is going to take to tell his fuckhead
father to “fuck off” which of course isn’t going to happen either, not until The IT is
long dead, which I hope will never happen as the two of them, not to forget the
sister have this extraordinary elephant between them that keeps getting bigger as
the stability of their Trust-Hush-Fund gets increasingly more questionable as well as
what if either kids in order to “save face” as quickly as they get the ill-gotten
wealth not only dispose of it but proudly proclaim their “innocence”.
Now remember this is all play-play because no one you all know is part of the game
plan to have Israeli Special Forces commandos in place in order to execute the
ingenious Military plan of all time that I have already shared with Israeli Military
Intelligence and the Mossad that could have us all beginning to experience world
peace and everlasting prosperity beginning within 24 hours, but of course I could
be off with the 10 hours I think is all that is needed to make certain such a
bulletproof-watertight battle plan is executed flawlessly, but I can assure you not
by much.
Jonathan’s cell phone has started to ring that annoying sound.
Do you think I should pick it up the next time, and what voice do you suggest I
use?
BTW British maestro conductor David Atherton not only conducted the main
symphony orchestra but introduced the evening’s performance.
The first two which if you are interested you find out more details about by clicking
http://www.mainlymozart.org/index.php?option=com_events&task=view_detail&ag
id=84&year=2008&month=06&day=19&Itemid=39
were tear jerkers so long as you couldn’t stop laughing to yourself about the fact
that the one composer Debussy? was close to his death when composing it during
World Oil War One as he was supposedly less than a 100 miles from the most

bloody of bloody trench warfare; the Jewish Harp played by a young blond lady, the
harp, one of Marie’s and my favorite if not our most favorite; perhaps the same
with each one of the people who would were genuinely tearful and who would have
been most disappointed if they were to have heard my chuckling which quite
frankly didn’t last long, but long enough for me to give a thought to my great
maternal grandmother, pogrom orphaned Nechie Badash witnessing the blood
gushing out of the throats of her parents and siblings, their eyes most likely still
open, and more than likely one or “tTOo” [sic] still alive as she exited from the tiny
closet, before immediately getting back in to the most beautiful music I have ever
heard; and then the second included one most brilliant pianist who was rather
funny to watch and the first chair violinist who plays regularly first chair violin for
the Cleveland Symphony, and the 3rd member of the quartet, can’t think of the
right word for 3 musicians, was this fatso woman playing the French Horn.
If I ever hear someone other than me criticizing a fatso because they are fat, even
if it is because they sit on their arses all day, that would of course be perfectly fine
with me given how even if you happen to be the best French Horn player in the
world, and this genius lady may in fact be that person, and if not very, very, very
close given not only what I heard, how can anyone take you seriously looking like
Buddha, showing no self-constraint?
Bear in mind that when I put my mind to something and there is an “element of
math” – music pure mathematics and why the smartest people in the world before
they become dumb are all musicians - I can translate it rather easily to eventually
figure out if there is any mistake, which of course could take a lifetime given the
other things on my plate, but I had the fortunate experience of being seated next
to a well dressed retired American Aviator who may be a little older than my dad,
possibly closer to 90 and who didn’t know that South Africans fought alongside the
Allies in WOW II or simply the fact that he was unaware that South Africa which
was headed by Field Marshall Jan Smuts, the greatest friend the Jewish people have
had in modern day times, could afford fighter aircraft, but he absolutely knew his
music and helped me greatly appreciate that much quicker this woman’s genius.
According to this most suave looking, and so very polite gentleman - didn’t get his
first or surname, but perhaps when circling the swastika shaped US Navy Barracks
on Coronado Island where he is now retired, just look for a good looking gentleman
wearing a bright red jacket – it is very possible or so he thought, and his equally
lovely and gracious wife confirmed, that this fatso French Horn player never missed
a single note; and you would know I probably know a little more than the average
wave ski rider about the French Horn given how our good friend Deborah Sturman
used to play the French Horn while still a teenager for the Cologne Philharmonic
which just trust me is not the worst philharmonic in the world; the worst most likely
Durban, South Africa during the United States Government’s South African
Apartheid Regime aka The 3rd Reich’s Southern Division.
Then there was this kid playing the Obel which if I had heard it before I wouldn’t
have known but once I understand the “athleticism” required, so you better

understand why certain types of musicians make better swimmers, javelin
throwers, Israeli Special Forces commandos etc, etc.
You might also be interested to know that most of the audience were rather old Lily
White Wheaty Eating fatsos but seated right behind us were a large group of
relatively young Hispanics who for all I know could have been illegals, and no one
seemed to be bothered.
Moreover, while on one occasion a whole bunch of Lily White Wheaty Eaters clapped
at the wrong time, not a single one of the Hispanics made that faux paux;
moreover, at the end, these so very smiling face Latinos, all speaking Spanish were
as invigorated as me; and why I didn’t start handing out my English only
just3ants.com business cards that I can barely read which of course was the whole
point of getting young kids to read it to their parents, although I forgot to mention
that to you, I don’t know, but Marie was rather tired and hungry versus me who
slept for more than a couple of hours in the afternoon and only told her, a minute
before we had to leave; bearing in mind MDG was on her feet all day, in the
morning teaching her weekly art class in Rancho Sante Fe and then painting in the
afternoon with the rest of her art painter friends who I am beginning to believe
mainly congregate to tell the dirtiest of dirty jokes; O my god, that one lip
expression, if only I had a video camera, can you imagine how many repeat visits
we would get as well to just3ants.com?
Let me help you with your imagination.
Imagine your Botox filled mother.
Think donkey.
Don’t try this in the bathroom as you move toward the rear since your eyesight
isn’t good enough to get all the lines.
Just let me know if you think I should go on or go surfing right now or focus on
coming up with the questions for this “mock trial” to take place in the Rotunda of
Capital Hill, perhaps the first:
“How come the world believed that us Jewish people were the bankers of the
world since to be so requires one has the sufficient muscle on the ground?”
[Word count 2266]

___________________________________
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
Sent: Friday, June 20, 2008 12:45 PM
To: 'Gary S. Gevisser'
Subject: FW:

Former aide: Bush should tell all on CIA leak
http://www.breitbart.com/article.php?id=D91DT0D8Q&show_article=1
Interesting timing… to my knowledge there had not been an article about this incident in
quite some time.

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2008 8:59 AM
To: 'Gary S. Gevisser'
Subject:
Joseph Wilson, was a career diplomat from 1976 until 1998, specializing in Africa. His wife,
Valerie Plame was a secret CIA operative outed by Bush administration. Scooter Libby was
convicted and Bush commutes his prison sentence.
I was thinking that the CIA “protection” of GW Bush, his daughters, and his wife could be
offering the same type of “protection” that the US military offers the 130 out of 190
countries that have US military occupation. The CIA is notorious for acting in the best
interest of US corporations even engaging in industrial espionage. Would the suspension of
trade limit the ability of the top echelon of corporate executives from stealing more as the
market collapses?

